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Abstract 
Patient and service user involvement in developing and delivering care has become part of every day 
practice. Over the last six years the NHS Leadership Academy has built an evidence base for how involving 
patients in leadership development positively influences the perception of healthcare leaders and in turn 
delivery of services.  Through initiatives such as reciprocal mentoring, recruitment and selection training and 
storytelling, it has been possible to show that leaders think and behave differently as a direct result of their 
experiences. Initially evidence centred on the perspective of leaders but has now encompassed the extent to 
which patients, carers and service users themselves gain skills from the very act of involvement which has 
then been shown to support and enhance other areas of their life including a route back into employment. 
This seminar will focus on understanding the nature of developing transferable skills through co-production 
and what is required in order to facilitate this successfully for mutual benefit. 
 

Biography 
Clare has worked in the NHS for all her career, in clinical practice, education and management. She took up 
national level roles in 2002, firstly at the NHSU  before joining the NHS Institute for Innovation and 
Improvement where she led a number of capability building initiatives including supporting 50 English 
Universities to include improvement science in their the pre-registration health programs. Clare is currently 
Head of Evaluation and patient experience at the NHS Leadership Academy. She has previously been 
responsible for managing the new suite of national core academic programs and had just completed the 
development of the NHS Leadership Compact for the People Plan in the role of work-stream lead. She has a 
Doctorate in sustaining service improvement and continues her academic interest through being a critical 
assessor and external examiner at two universities 
 

2.30 - 3.30pm Thursday 13th February 2020 
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Book your place:  

https://the-patient-role-in-developing-healthcare-
leaders.eventbrite.co.uk  

 

For queries please contact Gillian.Janes@bthft.nhs.uk or Ruth.Baxter@bthft.nhs.uk 
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